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Section 1: sTJTRODU6TIOfi , 
1.. 1 With the l~evaluating phass~'~ carried~ out by'IDRC consultm-+s, the 
CARIS "Pilot Project" is drawing to a close. The objectives of 
this pilot project were three-foid, viz: 
. 
a) to put to actual test (in conditions approximating those 
of a larger scale project) the organizational end proce- 
dural set-up, and the methodological components of the 
system7 
b) to *produce a useful information tool on,agricultural 
research carried out in Nest Africa, 
c) to provide en opportunity to ascertain the needs and. 
requirements of users of information on agricultural 
research, and therefore of the necessity and utility 
of establishing CARIS in its worldwide coverage. 
, 
1.2 One can consider that these three objectives have been met: 
4 
the 'execution of the pilot project has offered occasion 
to meet organizational and procedural problems and; in 
trying to solve them. to derive useful experience for 
future operations; it has also permitted the test of 
methodological tools in a real environment and on a 
sufficiently large volume of data, so as to derive‘in- 
dications for systems improvement, 
as regards the 11product81 of the pilot project, 
i.e. the data presented in the printed directories, 
despite the fact that some of the institutions have 
been reluctant at first to provide information - most 
of'them have no:r done so after the publication, as 
could be expected - yet theount and tli.&..ity 0P 
information collected is important and useful, as 
is evidenced by the interest shown by the users of 
the directorie.s, although these are not yet perfect 
the needs end requirements of the users have been 
ascertained through various means, mainly the IDRC 
consultants - Who have cpllected the suggestions 
and opinions of several hundred research adminis- 
trators, research workers and documentalists from 
some fifty research institutes - and also through 
further opinions formulated verbally or in writing 
to the CARIS Coordinating Centre (this information 
1.3 
1.4 
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has been communicated to IDRC for inclusjon iz 
the evaluation file).' The reactions and opiylio3s 
of the users are summarized below under Section 2. 
While showing a variety of requireiqents as records 
details of the contents and presentation of data - 
as can b'e expected from any group of inforqztion 
users - they are nearly unanimous in expressing j 
interest for a cnrre3-t. worldtiide agricultural 
research information system, which is considered 
as c?-?. essential tool for research workers, 
research administrators and many other categories 
of users. 
. 
Given such interest; axd the demonstration provided by the pilot 
project th&t such an information system is fensi.ble. t%e ex.pFri?ncC: 
g.%Znc?d during the pilot project and ttie information collected OT, 
the needs and requirements of users have been carefully reviewsd 
by the CARIS Coordinating Centre in order to prepare the press-t 
proposal for a Cf&US system with worldwide (developing countries) 
coverage. 
. 
Details on this proposal are provided in Section 3 and. in Annex . 
The proposed implementation schedule and the estimated resources 
needed are provided in Section 4. 
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Section 2: USERS OP~JIO?Js AND REQUIREGXTS 
2.1 From the "users' opinion ~001~~ which has been gathered by the 
evaluation consultants and from written or verbal state-ents, ' 
a certain *number of main ideas emerge, which have been expressed 
forcefully‘end or frequently, and can be summarized as foliows: 
. 
2.1.1 CovereEe. The users feel that CARIS s1hould cover research d.one 
in or for) developing countries on an intewed and worlr??j.de ---I- 
basis as soon as possible. They can then be a<Ge of siT?ilar -- 
research done in anal= conditions in Amy country. A pro- 
gressive extension, towards a world coverage, on too long a 
time-scale would not.meet the requirements. 
2.1.2 Reseqzch Data. 
b7 
Opinions expressed deal ,with a) data groups ar,b 
data elements: 
a> 
___-- -- 
data. grouns: data are needed on research institutions/stations, 
resrarch w;rkers and research "projectsT1. For this latter 
group it appears that the desired information level is what 
is called in English a llproject"/ i.e. an activity intermediate 
between a 'rprogremlneVT and specific '*exDerimenta,tions" . 1) b 
French, this level would better be called.'loperation de . 
recherche" 'ra~-h-~~._th_an_.rjp~~~e. , "t11.‘ - c-- -,_ . which does not have the same 
connotation). 
_ 
--. 
b) data elements: for the first two groups (irsti+ixtions/ 
'stations and-workers), the data collected during the 
Pilot Project are generally considered satisfactory, _ 
with slight amendments. As regards "research 
projects11 a consensus of opinion leads to a distinction 
between i) essential data and ii> complementary data - 
with different collection, processing and access 
modalities for these two types of data. (See 
Section 3, under 3.2.2.) " 
2.1.3 Access to Information. 1' 
.4 
. b) 
Directories. The users generally agree-that, in 
the immediate future, priority should be given to 
the publication of printed directories containing 
i) all data for research institutions/stations 
and research workers, ii) only the essential data 
for research projects 
Other Modes of Acce'ss. 
Torthe time beingy 
While primarily interested, 
in access through printed 
directories, most users are, however, conscious of 
the'main defects of this approach (i.e.. high 
initial costs, .obsolescence with time) and aware 
of other modes of access - as soon as the necessary 
@ 
data base has been set up - such as SD3 (selective 
disseminatj on of infornation), Q & A (Question and 
Answer) services, etc. They therefore suggest 
tht a data base also be established to collect, 
memorize and msintein u-p-to-date published date.! 
and also the non-published ones (i.e. the compl.e- 
mentary data on projects). 
. 
From this data base, they expect to be be pro- 
gressivel;y' able to access data - froln z central 
poiq-t, or from decentralized servicing centres - 
when needed, and then to secure upto-date 
%a, selected to meet their actual needs. 
??,I,4 D&a Presentation. 
2.2 
can 
a) 
b) 
4 
Directories. Preference was sholf;n for separate 
directories for the three groups of data (stations, 
workers, projects). 
Indexes. The method of permitting access to the 
data on projects through indexes based on classi- 
fication tables by "activities", "objects" and 
possibly "disciplines" - a method which closely 
follows agricultural research practices and 
p-9tterns - appears to be most ap_nealing to users, 
and they are rapidly acquainted with it, especially 
,if a good alphabetical index access to the tables 
'5s also provided. 
. 
Other. To assist sdCnistr&ors, planning officers, 
mancqyers, etc. it has been suggested to cross-ref- 
erence research projects to their respective research 
procrammes, where applicable, with separate access 
indexes. 
Practically all the suggestions and requirements mentioned above 
have been incorporated‘in the proposal described in Section ? 
below. Other suggestions and requirements than the ones 
summarized above have also been expressed by some users. 
However interesting, al&a&& be taken into consideration ai, 
the present stage for several. re&o&: 60;1~ were confl ictin<y 
with what appeared to be the requirements of a majority of ,users. 
some were clearly beyond feasibility - from an economic viewpoint - 
in the immediate future. 
Among these was the request that research project data be published 
in "specialized" directories. There was no agreement! ho%rever? as 
to the desired l'speoializations'l: they were recruire'qents for direc- 
tories by crops! others by activities (plant protecti.on, animal. 
breeding, etc.), others still by disciplines or fields of science, 
It is clear that, in the absence of a consensus, to satisfy all 
these requests would more than triple the cost of the printed 
directories (since many projects would have to appear in severe1 
of these directories). 
_iw.c.- -___ *-~--?-~.~--- ..--.--- _-..- F.-- .__.. -__. .  _.-. .-_. ,__ -__ .~~. -.._ _ 
SECTION 3: PROPOSAL FOR CARIS ON A WORLD-WIDE DASIS 
.3?1 The rroposed system. On the basis of the results achieved and of 
the experience gained during the pilot project - including its 
evaluation and the resulting clarifications of the needs and re- 
quirements of users - it is nronosed to establish a Current 
Agricultural Research Information System (CARIS)-&:? a. 'Vorldvide 
coveragetl. . 
. 
3.1.1 Coverage. CARIS would cover data on agricultural research 
institutions, workers, projects) done in, or on behalf of, 
developing countries. (For details on the data to be 
included, see 3.2.2 . 
3.1.2. Approach. Users' requirements, as summarized in Section 2, clearly 
indicate complementary needs: 
the need to have at their disposal, at regular intervals, 
printed directories offering a global picture of agricultural 
research data of more or less permanent character (stations, 
workers) and of other data (projects) at a given moment in 
time, 
the need, when useful to deal with specific problems, to have 
access to current data, either through periodic bulletins, or l 
SD1 (Selective Dissemination) services, or Q & A (Question and 
Answer Services). 
CARIS should, therefore, be planned and organized in such a way as to 
ensure its meeting the first requirement (printed directories) - as 
was done for the 'Pilot Project - tid also the second one (ad hoc, 
upto-date information). "This double requirement indicates the' 
need to establish and maintain a CARIS data base in which all rele- 
vant data will be memorized and suitably organized to provide at any 
time the requested -outputs and services. 
3.1.3 Fconomics, The proposed approach - by,opposition to an ed hoc one 
which would consist in collecting, processing end printing data at 
periodic intervals without data maintenance and u-dating in the 
interim periods - offers definite advantages in the medium term. 
Besides ensuring currentness of the information thus available, 
it avoids collecting again and reprocessing, at high cost, the 
more or less permanent data. It-spreads over time the task of 
collecting new data (they can be collected as they occur) and 
requires therefore only a minimutn experienced staff for maintenance 
and services. It also 'offers the important advantage to permit, 
from an integrated set of data, 'the elaboration and provision of 
varied services to users, on a progressive basis. It finally 
permits, on a continuous basis, the interchange of infornation 
on agricultural research with similar systems covering developed 
countries. 
__-____ __I_._~ ,__ -. _ - ._.-- -_-.-. *. . . - .  _ .,_~.. .  . ._. .” -. .‘. --- 7 - --.-y ---. 
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3.1.4 Preremlisits. To organize the progoaed system, as a data base! 
presupposes: 
a> the precise definition of the system specifications in order 
to ensure the optimum conditions for collecting, processinrp 
and orFa?izing the data 
4 
T+ 
the setting up of a small team of specialists (the CARIS 
Coordinating Centre) which will ensure the continuity x% 
only of the operations (collecting, Drocessinq, servici.n<y) 
but also of the system'ti development and maintenance. 
the first establishment of the data base, through a one-time -- 
effort aimed at collecting and processing for memorization, in 
as short a period as feasible, the essential data on institutions. 
workers and projects and the complementary data on projects, 
. 
is proposed to meet these objectives over a period of four ,years 
{;974 to 1977) as follows: 
a) Systems specifications ..** (1974) 
b) Set up of Coordinating Centre .*.. (1974/1975) 
c) Establishment of data base (essential data) i.1. -.'.(1975) . 
d) Establishment of data base (coaplementary data) 
(in three years, from 197‘+1977). 
3.1.5 Ongoing system. With the proposed approach and timetable, the 
CARIS system would be in a position to provide users with essential 
information pn a ?rorldwide basis, in a minimum of time, i.e. by 
mid-1976 (first issuance of al.1 directories). Simultaneously, and 
on a progressive basis, to provide on request complementary 
information on projects covering: 
- West Africa and Asia 62 Far East * . . . (in 1975) 
- Africa (other zones) end Near East ~ :
..". (in 1976) 
- Latin America ..*. (in 1977). 
From 1975 onwards, the system would re,n\l.arly collect, on a continui.nF: 
basis; new data and modified data, permitting 
a) the updating of the data base, 
b) the provision of ad hoc users' services (SDI, Q & A), and 
c) the x-publishing of directories.at periodic intervals. 
3.2 The data base. The contents of the data base are shown in Annex 1, 
Apart from auxiliary files (computer programmes, master codes and 
other work files) the main contents of the data base will consist 
of."data files" , containing original and derived data on stations, 
investigators and projects, as detailed below. 
* 
..-_. .--. _- 
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3.2.1 Volume. The estimated volume of data is the following: 
Stations Investigators Troi9~ts + 
Africa 680 3000 IO, 003 
Near East 255 1100 3,800 
Asia & Fa.q East . 350 I 600 T 5,500 
Latin America 315 I 300 4,700 
TOTALS lj?% '- 7000 24,000 
.* with an expected "turnover" rate of 8,000 projects/year. 
3s2.2 Contents, The contents of the three main data files will be as follow: . 4 
b) 
a 4 
Investigators: . 
Na;ne and given names - Diploma end year e>!erded - 
‘Employer - Address of place of work - Personal'address (optional) - 
Languages (read, written, spoken) - Fields of Science a&d 
Specialities (selected from CARIS classification tables) . 
Institutions/Stations: 
CARIS Ref No. - Addresses - geographical location - 
Snvironment (Climate, Soils) - Staff (Scientists, techniciws) - 
L~~.w-e - Zxperimental fields - Major ticientific faci1itie.s 
and instruments - Library and Documentation - Publications - 
Financial support - Field of activity (selected from CARIS 
classification tables - 1 Parent organizations - Xxecutive agencies. 
Projects: 
Essential data 
~ ;
CARIS Ref No. -..Title-- Investigators - Climate and soils - 
start and end dates - Short description Zrogramme - Executive 
agencies. 
Complementary data 
methodology - Results (provisional or final) - Bibliographical 
references of reports and publications. 
3.3 The products and services. From the CARIS data base (thrcugh interplay 
of the three main data files and of the auxiliary files) it trill be 
possible to offer to users a variety of products and services to meet 
present and developing requirements. 
3.3.1 Printed Directories. 
snd Spanish versions, 
a> 
b) Directory of Research.workers (investigators) 
4 
It is pronosed to produce, in Fnpliah, Fre:2r,k 
the following directories: 
Directory of Research Institutions and Stations -- ..._u_ __c- 
(frequency: every three yesrs; if the number of ?nofii.fi cati.ons 
is not too great, the frequency could be every five years). 
This Pirectory will .list, by country, the descriptive'informstion 
on institutions and stations contained in the data b$se (see 
3.2.2 b) above). It will also contain F-Y index by fields of 
science and specialities, derived from the fields of activities 
of the stations. 
(frequency: every three years; but the time-la,g could be shorter), 
This directory will be published as a kind of %:ho's who in 
~agricultura.1 research". Data on research workers vi11 be listed 
under each name, in alphabetical order. The directory will also 
include an index by fields of science and specialities, and an 
index by place of work. 
Director,y of Current Research Projects 
(frequency: every three years) . 
This directory will contain the essential data (see 3.2.2 c) 
above) on all research projects in nrocess at the time of _I)*___- 
pltblication. Project descripti.ons nil1 be listed under 
,their respective stations, within each country; the countries 
,will in turn be listed under main "regions" (\hJest Africa, 
Near. East ,, etc. ). The directory will include detailed . 
indexes, by activities, by objects, by disciplines, as well 
as a general elphabetical access index. 
Directory of Completed Research Projects 
(frequency: every year) 
This directory will contain all data (both essential and 
complementary) on all research projects completed during 
the year immediately preceding the date of publicity, 
The yearly volumes will therefore progressively constitute 
a full historical reference s-et of cozleted oroiects, -w__/L_- 
The data for each project will include the whole information 
recorded in the CARIS data base, including a summary of 
results end bibliographic references of final reports. 
The directory will of course also include the detailed 
indexes mentioned above for c). 
3.3.2 Services on request, As all data on research stations end 
workers, and both the essential and complementary data on 
projects are memorized in the CARIS data base, they become 
immediately available for the provision of "services on rec-uest'l. 
Such services will take several forms, such as: 
a) S.D.I. (Selective Dissemination of Information) 
The information - on stations, workers 3rd projects - c.n~~t~.i~-efi 
in the data base will be provided, in totality or in pert as 
desired, on a regular basis (e.g. every 3 months) to the 
-9- ’ 
subscribers to such a service, on the basis of their interest 
profile. This profile may specify one or several of the 
following criteria: region/country, discipline, activity, 
object of research. 
2 8~ A (Question and Answer) 
The same information as above may also be available in answer 
to ad hoc requests from users. in this case, the questions 
may be more precise and specify, for instance, a period of 
time, the'nane of.an investigator, a given &duct. ' 
The "services on request" (SDI and & & .A) will be progressively . 
activated, as the CARIS data base is set up. Originally, it 
is planned to provide such services on an experimental basis. 
from the CARIS Coordinating Centre. Rowever a stxdy will be 
made, meanwhile, to investigate the feasibility of yro!wressi.vely 
dekentralizing such services to the regional., sub-regional or 
even country level - as information centres at these levels 
become in a position to provide them to their geographic area. 
In this connection it is planned to coordirate such developments 
with the similar ones foreseen for AGRIS (International Information 
System for the Agricultural Sciences and Technolo<gy) in order to 
benefit from AGRIS infrastructure whenever possible. 
3.3.3 Other services. &nex 1 shows that, besides the products and ;ervices 
mentioned above (under 3.3.3 and 3.3.2) CARIS will also offer, on ' 
conditions to be‘determined case by case, its data base - i.e, the 
data files 'and the auxiliary files (software, codes, etc.) to 
a> 
b) 
4 
other similar systems covering research in developed countries 
other interested institutions or specialized information~do'cu;:er.+ation 
centres 
the regional or country centres which, as mentioned above, 
will undertake to provide %ervice,s on request" to their 
local. clientele. 
\ 
-lo- 
SECTIOV L?: I?WLF?~T~~TIO~~ & RESOURCES 
4.1 Implementation timetable. The proposed implementation timetable takes 
into account the following requirements: 
d) 
the need to permit, as soon as possible, in a.ccordence with 
the requirements expressed by the users, the publication 
of direct,ories conta.ining all wsenti.rl data on stations, 
workers and projects on.a worldwide basis! 
the need to set up the CARIS data base, i.e. the core of 
the system, within a reasonably short period of time: 
in order to allow for an early start of the re~~l~ar L-w 
u,pdating of data, essential to permit adequate services, 
the need to collect also comple~e~Jary data on research 
projects, from all regions successively within a time 
period which should not be too extended; and finally 
the need to distribute both the workload and the 
necessary resources as evenly as possible over the 
"setting-up period". 
4.2 The proposed timetable (see also Annex 2) 
1974 - Pre-operational activities 
(System specifications, Data base specifications, 
Setting up of tiput tools, Data base preliminary 
set up 
. 
-~Recruitment 'of Coordinating Centre staff 
1975 L Appointrrieiz-t of Coordinating Centre staff 
\ - Collecting of essential data (worldbride scale) 
- Collecting of Research project complementcary data 
in West Africa and Asia & Far East 
- Updating of essential data in West Africa 
- Study of implant‘ation of CARTS Centres (the posei- 
bility of using ASP!& as CARIS data collecting 
centre and CARIS diffusion Centre after possible 
modification of ASPAC inputs will be studied with 
ASPAC staff) 
1976 - Collecting of Research project complementary data 
for the rest of Africa and Near East. Updating 
of essential data (worldwide scale). Updating 
of complementary data for West Africa and Far East. 
, - Publication of Directories 
(Research Institutions and Stations directory 
Research Workers directory 
Current' Besearoh projects directory 
Completed Research projects directory) 
-__* -.__---. .-- ..- __^ ..~ _._ -_-. - . . . . . - --..,_ -- d.-..- 
4.3 
4i3.1 
7977 - 
' 1978 - 
1979 - 
-1 I- 
Study end setting up of CARIS Centres and training 
course for marxqers and indexors 
Collecting of'Research projects complementary data 
in Latin America 
Updating of essential data (worldwide scale) 
Updating-of ,complementary data.(world less Latin America) 
Publication of- directory on Research projects completed 
in 1977 
Study and setting up of CALSIRS Centres uld training course 
for managers and indexors 
Updating of essential end complementary data (worldwide scala) 
Publication of Directory on Research projects completed 
in 1978 
As for 1978; in addition: publication of the second 
edition of the complete set of directories (stations? 
workers, current research projects) 
Resources. The resources required to carry out the implementation of 
the CARIS project (in accordance with the proposed timetable) are 
suznarized in Annex 3. Each of the components has been estimated 
in detail, on the basis of 
aj the experience gained during the pilot project, 
.I 
b) the cost of similar operations for other ongoing or 
planned systems (such as ACRIS). 
Care has been taken, in planning the proposed CARIS system and 
its timetable, to try and minimize the costs while m,uci:-?i.zic 
immediate usefulness of the system to users. For instance: 
a) the "data base'! concept - by opposition to ad hoc processin? 
for publication only on a periodic basis - definitely reduces 
input costs, reduces time and effort of the institutiors 
providing .data (limited after a first cycle to changes only), 
and increases the potential usefulness of the system, 
b) current updating and processing optimizes the use of staff 
and processing facilities, 
c) well scheduled updating operations on a worldwide scale minimizes 
communications and other costs, 
d) mass printing operations are relatively cheaper than repeated 
limited-scale ones. 
. 
4.3.2 
4.3.3 
4.3.4 
A-t 
a) 
b) 
-12. 
this stage, it is too early to provide a> estimate of 
the costs of providing *'services on request", 
the - possibly compensating - revenue st ernrli2.y out' 
of subscription rates for directories, or services 
on request (SDI) or charges for ad hoc requests (Q & A). 
Both aspects should'be the,object of a special study, foreseen in 
the implementation plan. -- - ..__-. _ _ _ - -.. . 
The cost estimates have been made in US S supposing a constant 
value of this currency from July 1974.. It is impossible to 
foresee the modification rate of a currency for many years:; 
In a survev F$.?er' llInvestaent in Agrinultural Research" preFered 
for the Coksultative Group on Agricultural Research in ktober. 1?7?, 
Robert Xvenson (Yale University) gives the following figures for 
the cost of the Agricultural research in developing countries: 
1951 - 49 millions of 1970 US % 
1958 - 77'millions of 1970 US 8 
1965 - 163 millions of 1970 US $ 
1970 -235 millions of 1970 US $ 
_. 
. 
-&.e~r&olation -one. cenestimate roughly the cost of the research 
in developing countries for 1974 at 275 million 1970 US 8. ?heP 
without taking in-to account the .inflation of currencies between 
1970 and 1974, the evaluated CAARIS cost (at an .avere;e of 
1974 US $575,000 per year) is about O,$ of the cost of the . 
Agricultural 'research. 
Undoubtedly such a small investment will produce an improvement 
of research of much more than 0.2%. 
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